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Abstract
The National Academy of Sciences called for a dynamic approach to teaching and learning in colleges of agriculture. In response, faculty at colleges and universities are implementing innovative frameworks for undergraduate education in the agricultural sciences. This study explored the collaborative and interdisciplinary teaching and learning practices of faculty in sustainable agriculture education curricula at a land grant university as an illustration of this innovation. Drawing upon a sociocultural learning framework, this study specifically emphasizes faculty work as a social practice and the inherently relational learning that occurs with other faculty, their students and community partners. Using an in-depth, qualitative research approach, a single embedded case study design was implemented to illustrate the teaching and learning experiences of an interdisciplinary group of faculty collaborating within an undergraduate minor that fosters community engagement through service-learning and sustainable agriculture curricula. The collaborative teaching structure that is explored is comprised of an instructor of record, collaborating faculty, community-partner and graduate teaching assistant. Faculty teaching in this program of study experience learning in the areas of disciplinary knowledge and pedagogical practice and navigate organizational challenges and barriers to collaborative work.

Introduction

Background of the Case: Sustainable Agriculture Education
Sustainable agriculture education (SAE) represents an educational approach to agriculture education that addresses many complex social and environmental problems, where educators are blending theory and practice to develop experiential learning environments that view students as the focal point of the process (Parr et al., 2007). High-impact practices identified by Kuh (2010), such as first-year seminars, learning communities, service-learning, undergraduate research and capstone courses and projects, are frequently implemented in SAE programs (Clark et al., 2012; Parr et al., 2007; Parr and Van Horn, 2006). The of SAE programs has experienced remarkable growth in the past two decades (Jacobsen et al., 2012). Not surprisingly, SAE programs vary in content, structure and focus depending on regional needs, administrative support, financial resources and student interests. Educational stakeholders involved in the design of SAE curricula at land grant universities are increasingly seeking to promote community-based dialogue fostered through community-university partnerships (Niewolny et al., 2012). Understanding faculty learning while participating in collaborative and interdisciplinary teaching is critical if we are to understand how agriculture education is best positioned to meet the needs of a changing paradigm in higher education.

Faculty Work as Learning in Sustainable Agriculture Curricula
How faculty consider their teaching as learning is critical in regards to the changes occurring in the academy. For institutions of higher education to fully engage, understanding faculty’s learning process as well as the factors and contexts that promote and sustain faculty learning is imperative. This involves the development of a framework in higher education for understanding the schol-
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...arship of teaching and learning as a learning process. This framework emphasizes a triad approach to teaching and learning that integrates experiential learning, interdisciplinarity and community engagement (Clark et al., 2013; Hammer, 2004; Niewolny et al., 2012; Parr and VanHorn, 2006; Parr et al., 2007). The first concept in the triad approach, experiential learning, is an overarching philosophy, epistemology and pedagogy that views experience as central to the process of teaching and learning; it considers experience as an embodied process of learning whereby the learner interacts in both the cognitive and physical sense through reflective practice (Fenwick, 2003). Interdisciplinarity, as the second component of the triad, is viewed as the blending of multiple disciplines inclusive of new knowledge structures and theoretical and methodological approaches (Godemann, 2006, p. 52).

Lattuca (2001) describes collaborative interdisciplinary teaching as a sociocultural practice where faculty gain new teaching strategies and insights, are intellectually stimulated and are more reflective on both their own learning and their students learning (Lattuca, 2001; Thorburn, 1985). Third is the phenomenon of community engagement in higher education. Drawing upon the National Academies of Science (2009), we see an emergence for increasing the scholarship of civic or community engagement, wherein academic knowledge and community service connect, thereby contributing to community well-being. Civic engagement, measures of civic embeddedness, relational ties among institutions, social capital and trust are qualities exemplified by engaged communities (Tolbert et al., 2002). In keeping with Colby et al. (2003), land grant universities (LGU) are to reengaging with their local communities in more meaningful ways by connecting the social with academic goals, knowledge competencies with personal commitment and the university with the larger world. Figure one illustrates the praxis of collaborative, interdisciplinary teaching and learning as embedded within community engaged framework (Figure 1).

The Case: Civic Agriculture and Food Systems Minor

This paper is part of a study on the Civic Agriculture and Food Systems (CAFS) minor within the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at a southern land-grant university (Helms, 2014). The CAFS minor is an ideal case to observe collaborative and interdisciplinary teaching in practice. A combination of a values-based model of community development espoused by Heifer International (Aakers, 2008) and Lyson’s (2004) framework for civic agriculture informed the development of the minor. Through collaborative agreement on the program’s core values and philosophical goals, the CAFS taskforce—a decision-making body of faculty, community-partners, institution administration and graduate students—developed programmatic goals and student learning outcomes. Undergraduates intending to minor in CAFS are required to take four courses: 1) ALS 2204, Introduction to Civic Agriculture; 2) ALS 3404, Ecological Agriculture; 3) ALS 4204, Concepts in Community Food Systems; and 4) ALS 4214, Capstone in Civic Agricult-
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ture and Food Systems. The core courses are taught by collaborative teaching teams comprised of faculty from multiple disciplines and include community-partner stakeholders (Clark et al., 2013). Wenger and Hornjak (1999) recommend a more integrated approach to teaching and learning where multiple perspectives, even competing viewpoints, can be shared and discussion can occur to address the complexity of issues. Grossman et al. (2012) suggest that the incorporation of community-based learning experiences can enhance student learning outcomes in the areas of social and environmental issues in tandem with reflection on those experiences while maintaining reciprocity with the local community. Specifically, the following community partners support the Civic Agriculture and Food Systems minor: University Dining Services; an international values-based community development organization, Heifer International; a small intensive urban farm; and a community garden. The student population enrolled in the minor is comprised of all 8 colleges at the university (Clark et al., 2013).

Methods

A qualitative research methodology was employed via a single embedded case study design informed by Yin (1997, 2012) to explore a minor at this LGU. The methods of data collection included semi-structured interviews, participant/observer field notes and secondary data analysis. Purposeful sampling was implemented for the selection of participants based on membership in the CAFS Taskforce and/or a collaborative teaching team (CTT) role in one of the four core courses in the minor. The Institutional Review Board approved the study protocol and all participants provided written informed consent prior to participation in the study. Faculty and a community-partner participated in semi-structured interviews. Participant identity was concealed by assigning pseudonyms. One of the researchers also acted as participant-observer throughout the Fall 2013 during the ALS 2204, Introduction to Civic Agriculture weekly classes and CTT meetings and the CAFS Curriculum Taskforce monthly meetings, to enhance data collection by observing practice. Secondary data collected through use of written documents created in the CAFS Curriculum Taskforce Assessment workshop and core course syllabi informed the overall process.

The primary researcher conducted field observations during the Fall 2013 semester—principally during (1) CAFS introductory core course sessions involving the collaborative teaching team, (2) weekly planning meetings and (3) CAFS Curriculum Taskforce monthly planning meetings. The observed collaborative teaching team was comprised of two faculty members in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, one community partner and one graduate teaching assistant (GTA)—namely the researcher for this study who acted as participant-observer. The CAFS Curriculum Taskforce meetings included faculty collaboratively teaching in one of the four core courses, community partners, institutional partners, college administration and graduate students. It should be noted that not every member attended each monthly meeting.

Constant comparative methodology (Charmaz, 2006) was implemented with the assistance of Atlas.ti (Dowling, 2008), the qualitative analysis software. Open coding of field notes, memos and interview transcripts were conducted simultaneously with data collection. Embedded memos (brief reflective memos) were included in the open coding process to inform future analytic memos (detailed memos that connect across embedded memos). Preliminary analytic notes in the form of memos serve as a level of analysis. Focused coding, the process of synthesizing initial open codes to the level of categories, was then conducted. These categories are included in an intensity matrix. Code matrix tables are utilized to show the frequency of code occurrence within each primary document. Primary documents are: interview transcripts, field notes and secondary data sources. Coding, using the constant comparative method, involved attaching labels to observations, interactions and collected materials that were sorted and synthesized forming tentative categories. Analytic memos synthesized data creating a logic trail that can be traced to the individual primary documents and field notes that informed the process through a labeling structure. Table 1 illustrates an example of a code matrix table that serves as an audit trail for the code Roles and Participation in Collaborative Teaching (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>CAFS Course Field Note (Primary Document # P9-P20)</th>
<th>CAFS Collaborative Teaching Team Meeting Field Note (Primary Document # P21-34)</th>
<th>CAFS Curriculum Taskforce Field Note (Primary Document # P35-P38)</th>
<th>CAFS Secondary Data (Primary Document # P39-P45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme: Collaborative Teaching in Higher Education</td>
<td>* Number of Occurrences in Primary Document Shown in Parenthesis ex: P1(3)</td>
<td>P1(3), P9(2), P21(4), P35(1), P39(1)</td>
<td>P2(2), P11(2), P22(1), P37(2)</td>
<td>P4(6), P12(6), P5(6), P6(6), P14(6), P23(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category: Roles and Participation in Collaborative Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Code Matrix: Roles and Participation in Collaborative Teaching
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This study was guided by an inquiry into the experience of faculty teaching and learning in sustainable agriculture education through a sociocultural lens. Following Fenwick’s (2003) explanation of learning as a sociocultural experience and Lattuca’s (2001; 2002) orientation to sociocultural learning theory, the primary researcher explored faculty work as learning to emphasize the importance of embedded social activity in diverse contexts, inclusive of interactions with other faculty, students and community partners and tools of various communities of practice (Lattuca, 2002). Specifically, the lead researcher drew upon Lattuca (2002) as a way to highlight how disciplinary positions frame faculty assumptions, practices, processes, values and relations to other disciplinary perspectives in their everyday work. Therefore, in this case of faculty teaching and learning, the unit of analysis was informed by faculty work as a sociocultural practice, drawing on the understanding of Lave (1988) that “the deep experience of whole-persons acting” (p.190) illustrates the nature of experience coupled with person, activity and setting as conditions for learning. The unit of analysis included faculty teaching and learning in the CAFS minor embedded with collaborative and interdisciplinary partnerships with CAFS faculty (faculty-faculty), community partners (faculty-community-partners) and student learners (faculty-student).

Results and Discussion

Faculty Learning: Designing and Implementing a Collaborative Teaching Team

This study found that faculty learn from working together; developing new ways of understanding disciplinary context and the environment. The collaborative teaching team structure for the CAFS minor has undergone modifications during the four iterations across its four core courses. The teaching teams implemented in the CAFS minor consisted of the following key members: instructor of record, collaborating faculty, community partner and graduate teaching assistant. The individual roles and responsibilities of the collaborative teaching team members enhanced the teaching and learning process and was communicated to university administration when requesting funding and time to work in this manner. Code mapping that revealed three iterations of analysis is illustrated in Table 2.

When explaining the minor’s collaborative teaching team structure one faculty shared that some of the frustration experienced was working within the "hierarchy of the education infrastructure...and how they assign credit to faculty for their teaching load." The faculty member further explained that there was “no [organizational] model currently for doing what it is we are doing.” As a partial solution, they stressed the importance of communicating with department heads for support, while at the same time cautioning the band-aid nature of this approach. Additional stated: “Moving forward if we don’t get more support mandating [collaborative interdisciplinary work] at the upper administration level, at our college and our department heads...it will not succeed.” Clear roles and outcomes for participation in collaborative teaching communicate the value/need for funding to administration. Establishment of a model for collaborative teaching that can be shared to navigate administrative structures can enhance the ability of the institution to learn outside of the existing structure. Also, clear structure for collaborative teaching based on programmatic goals and learning outcomes allows for seamless reporting to accreditation organizational structures.

The four C’s were found to be essential for successful collaborative teaching: communication, continuity, clarity and capacity. One faculty spoke of communication: “What made it work was that everybody communicated fairly well...but we were not in the same classroom at the same time at all times.” Another faculty noted the importance of the instructor of record in maintaining continuity: “There’s this connectivity and that would be the person that’s the instructor of record maintaining that.” Clarity in the roles of teaching team members was mentioned: “We’re pretty clear about roles and responsibilities for the most part.” The size of a collaborative teaching team can also impact clarity and therefore performance as described by one faculty: “[The collaborative teaching team has] definitely changed... [it’s become] a smaller team since the beginning which I am personally happy with...it’s better for a lot of reasons, it’s tidier...the moving parts can be confusing.” The notion of capacity as a limiting factor to efficiency and successful collaboration was further questioned by another faculty member: “How many faculty can you have involved in three classes? And what is their role?”

While there is significant collaborative learning potential for faculty and students alike, the model is not without its challenges. Faculty in this study voiced concerns in the following themes: understanding clear roles and responsibilities of teaching team members; managing time commitments (which tend to be highly variable during a semester); communicating the model to students; maintaining equity; and understanding common pedagogical practice. Faculty described the potential hazards of not clearly understanding the role of each member of the teaching team. They indicated that “not fully understanding...the delineation of roles and responsibilities” affects participation and understanding of the collaborative teaching model. Also added was that time management is a challenge to collaborative teaching in the minor where it “seems like you’re juggling a lot of balls...and if there’s a better way of doing it I have yet to figure it out.” A faculty member explained the challenge and difficulty in communicating the model to students, as follows:

I think one of the challenges is how do you best communicate this collaborative teaching concept to the students you’re teaching...and we really need to continually remind the students that this is a collaborative team it’s not just one individual... [it’s] a different paradigm to what they are often exposed to on this
campus...I think we need to be more intentional...this is a different way of learning about sustainable agriculture and food systems concepts.

Faculty describe equity among the collaborative faculty:

I think some of the burden seems like it is falling on the lead faculty just because everybody's busy and it's not clearly one person's job to do it...it needs to fall on somebody to get stuff out to the students. And I think that's the challenge in really trying to figure out how to equitably do all of that, given everybody’s schedule and teaching obligations and you know because it [collaboratively taught course] is a relatively small chunk of your overall job.

As noted above, communication among faculty was an especially important concept to be successful in a collaboratively taught course, which emphasizes the concept of language as a cultural tool in the learning process (Lattuca, 2002). In this study faculty shared that they felt they had to almost translate to others their disciplinary understandings. Common understanding or consent, even if in disagreement with other disciplinary languages, is a starting point to clearly articulate across the institution a model for collaborative and interdisciplinary practice.

It was also observed that lack of structure around allocation of resources among faculty and their respective departments that support collaborative teaching efforts created barriers for participation. Complexity associated with navigating multiple departmental-level administrations were identified in ownership and use of the core courses taught in the minor, departmental teaching credit and misconceptions of allocated funding and allocated time for teaching in the minor included in the teaching load for each faculty. One faculty member spoke to the stated mission of both the college and the broader university, which calls for faculty “to be doing interdisciplinary work.” Additionally, shared was the view about the disconnect between what the university supports and how faculty are pursuing this kind of work by referencing collaborative teaching in their home department: “The way collaborative teaching is implemented is
very different, it’s not collaborative teaching it is co-teaching...where one person has half the semester and the other person has the other half.” The challenges faced by faculty in pursuing a collaborative course model are very real, but can be ameliorated by changes in organizational procedures and policies that can empower faculty to pursue work that compliments both strategic growth plans and an enhanced student/faculty experience. One faculty member spoke to this issue from her perspective as a CAFS Taskforce member:

“I think the conversation we had with the associate dean at the last taskforce meeting was really illustrative because...it seems like this minor is making these conversations happen at the administrative level, which maybe is a bigger scale than some of the other collaborative teaching that’s happened on a piece meal basis. It just seems like [the CAFS minor] facilitating those conversations and hopefully it will come out that there will be some decisions, some structure, some support at the administrative level for trying to make this happen. We are all seeing that it does work and it is rewarding so I think there’s a lot of potential.

These findings further support the role of institutional culture and how faculty work with their own understandings and social practice in the larger community. Navigating these cultural differences is complex; collaborative teaching can serve as a gateway to collaboration across the institution further enhancing the university’s mission and strategic plan.

Faculty Learning: Interdisciplinary and Collaborative Teaching

Within the framework of this study, interdisciplinary was conceptualized according to Lattuca (2001) as enhanced through a “non-disciplinary” perspective by faculty and administration in higher education. Interdisciplinarity occurs on a continuum of activity. At one end is informal communication that includes insight gained from conversations between faculty across disciplines and departmental affiliation; with formal collaboration on the other end, including practices such as collaborative research agendas or teaching teams. A reconceptualization of interdisciplinarity that includes multiple knowledge perspectives and methods, as well as embodies civic-based activities, adds to the impact of interdisciplinary teaching practice.

When the practice of interdisciplinary teaching was discussed in participant interviews, faculty acknowledged the importance of having an expert within his/her discipline as part of the practice model. Faculty viewed the collaboration of faculty sharing their disciplinary knowledge and understanding of the course content as essential to addressing complex social issues within the context of SAE. A concept of significance in higher education is that of the specialization, often described as the silos approach to knowledge. One faculty member, for example, described their experience in one of the core courses: “We had a lot of different perspectives there that helped frame what should be presented.”

Also added was that it “had been in a discipline [and] I knew really well where our discipline was related to community food systems, but then seeing how other disciplines were viewing it was really eye opening.” One faculty member stated that it is “absolutely essential that everybody has some sense of the value of this other person’s knowledge.” This approach to interdisciplinary teaching in the CAFS minor creates a model for teaching and learning in SAE as a collaborative process that incorporates multiple disciplinary understandings from a group of faculty to solve complex problems by creating and answering new questions the inquiry exposed.

As defined by Lattuca (2009), an academic discipline is more than just the subject matter and methodologies implemented in research and education; it is a culture of shared knowledge and understanding. Faculty teaching in the CAFS minor were highly motivated to teach in the core courses, which influenced reading literature outside of their own disciplines. Lattuca and Creamer argue that “discipline[s] [are] the dominant force and the central source of identity for faculty members” (p. 6). This view lends insight into the social and cultural implications of interdisciplinary work, whereby participating faculty bring disciplinary knowledge, practices and beliefs that affect the overall outcome of the experience. Faculty who took part in interdisciplinary teaching gained new teaching strategies and insights, were intellectually stimulated and were more reflective in terms of their own learning and their students’ learning.

Summary

SAE is an emerging field of study that includes not only traditional agriculture and life sciences courses, but also a range of diverse fields that are impacting the way we view agriculture education. Thus, SAE is increasingly incorporating knowledge and skills from sociology, nutrition, agriculture, education, political science, architecture and planning and economics. Institutions of higher education—and particularly land grant universities—are responding to calls for a greater institutional commitment to revitalizing agriculture education programs. As evidence of this push, the National Academies of Science (2009) urged the enhancement of agricultural literacy and student recruitment in the field of agricultural sciences.

The CAFS Minor at this southern land-grant university is an interdisciplinary approach to experiential-based curricula that promotes agricultural literacy at an institutional level. Opportunities are increasing for creating experiential, interdisciplinary degree programs across departments and colleges of agriculture in higher education (Clark et al. 2012; Hammer, 2004). The incorporation of interdisciplinarity, collaborative teaching and research agendas and experiential-based learning into agriculture education are suggested to reach the goal of transformation in agriculture education to maintain pace with the changing global agrofood system and related opportunities for student career success (NAS, 2009). This study supports faculty participation in
collaborative and interdisciplinary work by illustrating the professional outcomes of engagement and the impact on the culture of the institution. The current shift toward a student-centered approach to teaching and learning is accompanied by alternative pedagogical practices that stretch the traditional perspective of the role of faculty and student both in and outside of the classroom. Faculty in this study learned new pedagogical practices from interactions with other faculty teaching and learning in the courses and developed an appreciation for other disciplinary knowledge and practices. This finding resonates with Lattuca’s (2002) description of disciplinary positions which frame faculty assumptions, practices, processes, values and relations to other disciplinary perspectives in their everyday work.

Faculty work as learning incorporated into research agendas within the scholarship of teaching and learning is an opportunity for agriculture education to enhance understanding of social practice and disciplinary cultures as context that affects every day work experience. This involves the development of a framework in higher education for understanding faculty work as a learning process—one that also values the challenges and benefits of conducting interdisciplinary collaborative research, teaching and extension/service. Scholarship in the area of faculty work as learning illustrates the positive impacts on classroom engagement and effectiveness, as well as the larger scholarly community (Lattuca, 2005). Collaborative work, when viewed as a social learning experience, creates value for administration in supporting faculty who participate within the organizational structure with the realization that training and development are occurring at the same time. This study and ones like it, can illustrate the benefits of viewing collaborative work as faculty development, thus shifting the understanding of how faculty learn in the current academic workplace.
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